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Introduction. The theory of regressive isols was introduced by J. C. E. Dekker

in [7]. The results that we wish to present in this paper belong to this theory and is

a continuation of some of our studies in [1], [3] and [4]. We will assume that the

reader is familiar with the terminology and some of the main results of the papers

listed as references. We let E denote the collection of all nonnegative integers

(numbers), A the collection of all isols, A* the collection of all isolic integers, and

AB the collection of all regressive isols. If/is a function from a subset of E into E

then 8/ will denote its domain and pf its range. Let un and vn be two one-to-one

functions from E into E. Then un ̂  * vn, if there is a partial recursive function /

such that

(1) pu S 8/   and   (V«)[/(«n) = vn].

In addition, un and vn are said to be recursively equivalent (denoted Hn~i>n), if there

is a one-to-one partial recursive function/such that (1) holds. It is easy to see that

"n - 1>» => PUn - PVn-

Also, it can be shown [8], that

(2) wn ~ vn o (un £*vn and vn g * un).

Let a and ß be two infinite subsets of E. Then a ^ *ß, if there is a partial recursive

function / such that a^8ff(a)=ß and/is one-to-one on a. If a and ß are each

isolated sets then the following is true [8, Proposition P9.(b)],

(3) (a ^ * ß and ß ^ * a) o a ~ ß.

Let a and ß be infinite and isolated regressive sets, and let an and bn be any regressive

functions that range over a and ß respectively. Then

(4) a<,*ßoanu*bn,
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and

(5) a ~ ß o an ~ bn.

Property (4) is [8, Proposition Pli], and (5) follows directly from (2), (3) and (4).

Let A and F be two isols. Then A S * F, if either A is a finite isol and A SB, or both

A and F are infinite isols and there are sets a and ß belonging to A and F respec-

tively, such that a S */3. It is readily seen that if both A and F are infinite isols, then

A S * F if and only if a ^ */? for any sets a and ß belonging to A and F respectively.

Combining this property with (4), it follows that in the special case both A and F

are infinite regressive isols, then AS* B if and only if an S * bn for all regressive

functions an and bn that range over sets belonging to A and F respectively.

A. Nerode associated with each recursive function /: En ^- E, a function

Df : An ->- A*, called the canonical extension off to A". A discussion of this exten-

sion procedure is given in [9, §2] and [15, §4]. A function/: F-> F is said to be

increasing, if for any numbers x and y, x<y implies flx) S fly). In the special

case that a recursive function /: E-> E is combinatorial, then D,: A -» A, [15,

Theorem 6]; and if /is increasing, then F\: AB->- AB, [1, Theorem 4]. In [8],

J. C. E. Dekker associated with each pair of regressive isols (A, B), a particular

regressive isol min (A, B) called the minimum of A and B. The minimum function

has the following properties,

(6) min (A, B) = min (F, A),

(7) min(A,B) = AoAS* B.

Because there exist regressive isols that are not comparable relative to the relation

S *, it can happen that min (A, B) assumes neither the value A nor the value F.

Let Dmin(A, B) denote the canonical extension to A2 of the ordinary min (a, b)

function from F2 into F. Then, by [4, p. 15],

(8) min (A, B) = DmiD(A, B),   for A, Be AR.

Properties of regressive isols that are related to the function min (A, B) and

the relation S * were first studied in [8], and later in [3]. In the first note of this

paper we wish to present some additional properties of this kind. We also consider

the ordinary recursive function maximum (a, b) for pairs of numbers, and its

canonical extension to A2. Some of the main results of the first note are as follows :

Let A and F be two regressive isols. Let /: F -> F be an increasing recursive

function, and let Df be its canonical extension to A. Let max (A, B) denote the

canonical extension to A2 of the recursive function maximum (a, b). Then

min 04, F) è* A + B,

Df(min (A, B)) = min (Df(A), D,(B)),

A S* F=> Df(A) Ú* D,(B).
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It need not be true that max (A, B) will be a regressive isol. However, in the special

case that A + B is a regressive isol then max (A, B) will also be a regressive isol.

In this special case the following properties are also shown to be true,

min (A,B) Ú A+B,

Df(max (A, B)) = max (D,(A), D,(B)),

Df(A) + Df(B) m Df(min (A, B)) + Df(max (A, B)),

Df(A)Dr(B) = D,(min (A, B))D,(ma\ (A, B)).

The last two identities turn out to be of interest for the following reason; it is

possible to choose regressive isols A and B such that A + B is a regressive isol and

such that the four (regressive) isols Df(A), Df(B), Df(min (A, B)), and Z>;(max (A, B))

are pairwise distinct.

In part II of the paper we study some properties dealing with regressive isols

that are prime. Prime isols were first introduced and studied by J. C. E. Dekker

and J. Myhill in [10]. Let w(x) denote the strictly increasing recursive function that

ranges over the collection of all prime numbers, and let Dw denote its canonical

extension to A. Because w is an increasing recursive function, Dw will map AB into

AB. In the second note we show that Dw maps regressive isols onto regressive isols

that are prime, and also that there are prime regressive isols that do not belong to

P>w(^r)- Our main result gives the existence of four distinct prime regressive isols

Ui, U2, Vx and V2 such that

Ui, U2, Vu V2 e DW(AR),       Ux-U2e AB,   and    Ux■ U2 = V1■ V2.

It follows therefore, that for regressive isols a unique factorization into primes is

not possible.

We wish to acknowledge that throughout the paper an especially important and

useful tool is the application of some of the well-known metatheorems, concerning

recursive functions and their canonical extensions and isols, of A. Nerode [17].

I. On Properties of Regressive Isols

1. A property of the relation S*. In [16], A. Nerode introduced an extension

procedure for recursive relations on numbers to relations on isols. This extension

procedure is also discussed by E. Ellentuck in [11]. In this section, we wish to prove

that between two regressive isols, the extension to the isols of the ordinary relation

^ between two numbers, is equivalent to the relation g *. We first describe how

the extension to the isols of a recursive binary relation can be characterized. Let

Ac E2 be a recursive binary relation, and let/ g: E2 -> F be any recursive functions

such that

A = {(*> y) I x, y e E and f(x, y) = g(x, y)}.
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Then the extension of the relation A to A can be characterized as the set

(1.1) AA = {(A-, Y) | X, Ye A and Df(X, Y) = Dg(X, Y)}.

Let AB denote the binary relation on AB that is defined by

(1.2) AB = AA n Ai

Theorem 1.1. Let Sa denote the extension to A of the ordinary relation S

between two numbers. Let Sr denote the relation on AB obtained from S a by (1.2).

Then for all regressive isols A and B,

A SrBoA S* B.

Proof. Let A denote the relation S ■ Then

A = {(x, y) | x, y e E and x S y}

= {(x, y) I x, y e E and min (x, y) = x}.

Therefore

(1.3) AA = {(A", F) | X, Ye A and Dm.n(X, Y) = X}.

Combining (7), (8), (1.2) and (1.3) we see that

AB = {(A, B)\A,BeAB and DmlD(A, B) = A}

= {(A, B)\A,BeAR and min (A, B) = A}

= {(A, B)\A,BeARandAS* B}.

The desired result follows directly from the last equality, and this completes the

proof.

2. Some fundamental properties of min (A, B). In [8], Dekker proved the

following three properties;

(2.1) AS B,       BeAB=>Ae AR,

(2.2) A+Be ABoA-BeAR,   whenv4,F^l,

(2.3) (3A,BeAR)[A + B<pAR]:

In contrast to the isols, the regressive isols are neither closed under addition nor

multiplication. One of the main goals of [3] was to try to obtain useful necessary

conditions and sufficient conditions on two regressive isols for their sum to be a

regressive isol. The next two theorems that we wish to prove are in a manner

related to this goal.

Theorem 2.1. Let A and B be any regressive isols. Then

(a) min(A,B)S*A + B,

(b) A+BeAR=-min(A,B)SA+B.
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Theorem 2.2. There are (infinite) regressive isols A and B, for which the relation

min (A, B)SA + B is not true.

Remark. Part (a) of Theorem 2.1 is a result due to W. Richter. Part (b) of

Theorem 2.1 was stated without proof in [3], and its proof is related to the proof

of [3, Theorem 1.2].

Proof of Theorem 2.1. If either of the regressive isols A or B is finite, then the

value of min (A, B) will equal A or equal B. In this event both parts of the theorem

are readily seen to be true.

Let us assume now that both A and B are infinite regressive isols. Let an and bn

be regressive functions that range over the sets a and ß respectively, and with

a e A, ß e B and a\ß. Then a+ß eA + B.

Re (a). Let dn =j(an, bn) for ne E. Then dn is a regressive function and will

range over a set in min (A, B). Let 8 denote the range of dn. Consider the mapping

from 8 onto a+j8 given by

dn = j(an, bn) -> ak,   if « = 2k,

-^■bk,   if n = 2k + l.

Taking into account that j is a one-to-one recursive function and that each of the

functions an, bn and dn is regressive, it is readily seen that the mapping denoted by

(*) has a partial recursive extension. This property implies that 8^* a+ß, and

therefore also that min (A, B) ̂  * A+B.

Re (b). Assume A + Be AR. Then a+ß will be an (infinite) regressive set. Let cn

be a regressive function that ranges over a+ß, and letp(x) be a (partial recursive)

regressing function for cn. Let p* he a partial recursive function associated with p

that has the property, p*(cn)=n for ne E. We note that for each number ne E,

exactly one of the two relations p*(an) <p*(bn) or p*(bn)<p*(an) will be true. Let

8 = {x\(x = an and p*(bn) < p*(an)) V (* = K and p*(an) <p*(bn))}.

Then 8c^a+ß and for each number ne E, exactly one of the two numbers an or

bn will belong to 8.

We now verify,

(b.l)  8\(a + ß)-8,

(b.2) 8 g min (A, B).

For (b.l). Let xGa+jS. We wish to determine whether or not xg8. Since a

and jS are separated sets we can find out whether x g a or x g ß. First suppose that

x g a. Because an and cn are regressive functions, we can compute the numbers u

and v such that x=au=cv. In view of the definition of 8, we see that

(2.4) au g 8 o bu g(c0,..., c,M) = {pr(x) | 1 á r á »}.

The members of the set on the right side of (2.4) can be effectively obtained from x,

since p is a partial recursive function. In addition, using again the separability of

the sets a and ß, and the regressive property of the function bn, we can determine
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whether or not the number bu belongs to the set (c0,..., c„^i). In view of (2.4), it

follows that we can therefore also determine whether or not the number x belongs

to 3. We recall that we had assumed that x e a. It can be readily verified in a similar

fashion that one can determine whether or not x e 8, in the event xeß. We can

conclude from these remarks that the two sets S and (a+ß)—8 are separated.

For (b.2). Let the functions un and vn be defined by

un = an,   if an e 8,

= bn,   ifbne8;

and

vn = an,   if an $ 8,

= bn,   if bn i 8.

Then each of the functions un and vn is everywhere defined and one-to-one; also

m„ ranges over the set 8 and vn ranges over the set (a+/3) —8. Let/be the partial

function with domain 8 and defined by, f(un)=vn. In the course of proving [3,

Theorem 1.2] it was verified that the mapping / will have a partial recursive

extension. It follows from this property that

(2.5) unS*vn.

Because dn=j(an, bn) is a (regressive) function that ranges over a set in min (A, B),

and i7n is a function that ranges over the set 8, to establish (b.2) we see that it is

sufficient to verify

(2.6) un~j(an,bn).

This will be our approach here. We first note that (2.6) is equivalent to the two

relations

(2.7) unS*j(an,bn),

and

(2.8) j(an,bn)S*un.

The first of these follows directly from (2.5) and the definition of the functions un

and vn. To verify (2.8), we first recall that for each number «, either un=an or

un=bn. It readily follows from our remarks in the proof of (b.l), that given both

of the numbers an and bn, we can effectively determine which one is un. Since both

an and bn can be found from the value of j(an, bn), it follows therefore that the

mapping j(an, bn) -*■ un will have a partial recursive extension. This property is

equivalent to the relation of (2.8). This verifies both (2.7) and (2.8); and as we

noted earlier, together these establish both (2.6) and (b.2). This completes the proof.

Remark. Regarding the proof of Theorem 2.1(b), we wish to note here some

properties of the two functions un and vn, that are of interest in the next section.

These are
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(a) m„ and vn range over separated sets,

(b) un ranges over a set in min (A, B), and

(c) un and vn are each regressive functions.

Because the functions un and vn range over the sets 8 and (a+ß) — 8 respectively,

we see that (a) and (b) follow directly from (b.l) and (b.2) respectively. To verify

(c), we first note that by combining (2.6) and the fact the function dn =j(an, bn) is

regressive, it follows that un will be a regressive function. We now want to show

that the function vn is also regressive, i.e., that the mapping vn+1 -> vn will have a

partial recursive extension. For this purpose, let the value of vn+1 be given; we wish

to find the value of vn. We know that for meE,

vm = am, ifam$8,

= bm, if bm £ 8.

Since a and ß are separated sets we can effectively determine whether fn+i=an+1

or i'n+i=^n+i- Assume that vn+l—an+l. Then, using the regressive property of

the function ax, we can find the value of an. In view of (b.l), we can then determine

whether or not an e 8. If an 0 8, then vn=an and we are done. In view of (2.5),

we see that if ane 8 we can then also find the value of vn. We had assumed that

vn+1 =an+1, and then showed that the value of vn could be found. It is easy to see

that we could also have found the value of vn if it turned out that vn+1=bn+1.

We can conclude from these remarks that the mapping vn+1^*-vn, will have a

partial recursive extension, and therefore also that vn is a regressive function.

In [8], Dekker introduced the concept of the degree of unsolvability of a regressive

isol. This is a useful notion and is employed in the proof of Theorem 2.2. We now

recall, from [8], how it is defined. Every regressive isol contains at least one re-

traceable set. By [8, Corollary 2 of Proposition P14], any two retraceable sets that

belong to the same isol [i.e., that are recursively equivalent] will have the same

(Turing) degree of unsolvability. Let A be a regressive isol. Then its degree of

unsolvability, denoted by AA, is defined to be the (Turing) degree of unsolvability

of any retraceable set belonging to A. In the special case A and B are infinite

regressive isols, then the degree has the following properties [8],

(i) A + Be AB^AA = AB,

(ii) A^B^AA = AB,

(iii) AA ̂  Amin MjB) and AB ̂  Amln MiB).

In addition, it was also proved in [8], that there exist infinite regressive isols that

have degrees incomparable with respect to the relation ^.

Lemma 2.1. Let A and B be infinite regressive isols. Then

min (A, B) g A+B => AA ¿ AB or AB g A^.

Proof. We note that min (A, B) is an infinite (regressive) isol, since each of the

isols A and B is infinite. Assume that

(2.9) rmn(A,B)^A+B.
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Combining (2.1) and the refinement property for recursive equivalence types, it

follows from (2.9) that there will exist regressive isols M and A such that

M+N = min (A, B),       MSA and A S B.

Because min (A, B) is infinite, at least one of the two regressive isols M and A is

also infinite. Let us assume that M is infinite. Then MSA implies, by (ii), that

AM = A¿, and Af^min(^, F) implies that AM = Amln01>B). Therefore AA = Amia(A>B).

Combining this identity with (iii), gives AB S AA. In a similar manner one can show

that if A is infinite then AA S AB. This gives the desired conclusion that AA and AB

are comparable degrees with respect to the S relation.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Use Lemma 2.1 and the fact that there exist infinite

regressive isols that have incomparable degrees of unsolvability.

Remark. It is proven in [8] that there are infinite cosimple regressive isols that

have incomparable degrees of unsolvability. Also, the minimum of two cosimple

regressive isols is again a cosimple regressive isol. Thus, as a consequence of the

previous lemma, we see that the following result is also true.

Theorem. There are (infinite) cosimple regressive isols A and B, for which the

relation min (A, B) S A + B is not true.

We state the next result without proof. It is a special case of a theorem of

Nerode.

Lemma A. Let f: En->■ F and gx,.. .,gn: Em~+ E be recursive functions. Let

/o g denote the composition function flgx(X),.. .,gn(X)), for Xe Em. Then f° g

is a recursive function, and

Dhg(T) = Df(Dgi(T),..., Dgn(T)),   for Te A- and D9l(T),..., D9n(T) e A.

Theorem 2.3. Letf: E-> E be an increasing recursive function, and A and B any

regressive isols. Then

(a) min (Df(A), Df(B)) = Df(min (A, B)),

(b) A S * B => Df(A) S * D,(B).

Proof. Because / is an increasing recursive function, we know that both Df(A)

and Df(B) will be regressive isols; the identity of part (a) is therefore meaningful.

Re (a). Let min (a, b) denote the familiar minimum function from F2 into E.

Then

(2.10) min (f(a), flb)) = /(min (a, b)),   for a,beE.

Application of Lemma A to the identity of (2.10) gives

(2.11) DmiD(Df(A), Df(B)) = Df(Dmla(A, B)).

Finally, combining (8) and (2.11) yields (a).

Re(h). Assume that AS*B. Then min (A, B)=A and therefore also

(2.12) Fv(min (A, B)) = D,(A).
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Combining part (a) and (2.12) gives

min(Df(A),Df(B)) = Df(A);

and this implies that D,(A) ^ * Df(B). This verifies (b) and completes the proof.

Remark. As an illustration of Theorem 2.3 we mention

min (2a, 2b) = 2miniA-m

and

A ^* B => 2A ¿* 2B,   for A, Be AR.

The reader is referred to [8, p. 365] for some additional comments that are related

to Theorem 2.3. In the special case that/is a strictly increasing recursive function,

then the converse of Theorem 2.3(b) is also true, and this will be our next result.

We need the following lemma; it is a special case of a theorem of Nerode and we

shall state it without proof.

Lemma B. Let f g, « and k be recursive functions from En into E. If

(VteE»)[f(t) = g(t)^h(t) = k(t)],
then

(VFg A»)[Df(T) = D9(T) => Dh(T) = Dk(T)].

Theorem 2.4. Letf: E-^-Ebe a strictly increasing recursive function, and A and

B any regressive isols. Then Df(A)^*D,(B) => A^*B.

Proof. Because/is a strictly increasing function, it follows that for any numbers

a, be E, f(a) úf(b) => a^b, and therefore also,

(2.13) min (f(a), f(b)) = f(a) => min (a, b) - a.

In view of Lemmas A and B, it follows from (2.13) that

(2.14) min (Df(A), Df(B)) = Df(A) => min (A, B) = A.

Because / is an increasing recursive function, we know that Df(A) and D,(B) are

regressive isols. Therefore, by (7), we see that (2.14) is equivalent to Df(A) ¿ * Df(B)

=> A^*B, and this is the desired result.

Remark. Let/: E-> E be a strictly increasing recursive function and let A and

B be any regressive isols. By Theorems 2.3(b) and 2.4 we know that

A ^* B=> D,(A) á* Df(B),
and

Df(A) ^* D,(B) => A <>* B.

We wish to consider the following two similar assertions,

(I) AéB^D,(A)ïDf(B),

(II) Df(A)èDr(B)=>A^B.
Concerning (I), let the function/be defined by,/(«)=/(«+ 1 )—/(«) for ne E.

Then/will be a recursive function, and it is called the first difference function off.
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In [20], Sansone proved that if/is an eventually increasing function then statement

(I) is true. He also showed that in the event/is not an eventually increasing function

that not only will (I) not be a theorem, but that there will even exist an (infinite)

regressive isol F such that Df(T) S Df(T+1) is not true. It can be readily shown

that in the special case that /is a combinatorial function, then its first difference

function / is also a combinatorial function ; and therefore also an increasing

function. In view of these remarks, we see that while statement (I) is not true for

all strictly increasing recursive functions/ it is true in the particular case that /is

combinatorial.

Concerning statement (II), (II) will be true in the special case that / is a linear

function, i.e.,f(x)=ax+b, where a and b denote some particular constants. This

property follows from a result of Nerode(see [12, p. 1]). On the other hand, Ellentuck

proved in [12, Theorem 3] that if/is a combinatorial but nonlinear function, then

there are isols A and F for which statement (II) is false. We wish to note that such

isols A and F can be chosen to be regressive. [To obtain this last property, simply

modify the proof of [12, Theorem 3] by selecting Uto be a universal regressive isol.

The existence of universal isols that are regressive was recently proved by Ellentuck

in some notes not yet published.]

3. max (A, B). Let the ordinary recursive function, maximum (a, b), be denoted

by max (a, b) for pairs of numbers, and let max (A, B) denote its canonical extension,

F»max (A, B), to A2. It is easy to show that max (a, b) is not an almost combinatorial

function; and therefore max (A, B) will not map A2 into A. It is also true that

max (A, B) will not map A| into AB; M. Hassett proved this property, in [13].

However, in the special case that A and F are regressive isols such that their sum

A + B is also regressive, then max (A, F) as well as min (A, B) will be regressive

isols. To prove this fact, first note that tfte statement

min (a, b) + c = a+b => c = max (a, b)

is valid in the domain F. Hence, by Lemma B,

(3.1) min (A, B) + C = A + B =- C = max (A, B),   forA,BeAR.

By Theorem 2.1(b),

(3.2) min (A, B) S A+B,   when A, B, A + B e AR.

Combining (3.1) and (3.2), we see that in the special case A, B and A + B are

regressive isols, then

max (A, B) = (A+B)—min (A, B),   and   max (A, B) e AB.

Notation. For the remainder of this section we let A and F denote any regressive

isols such that A + Be AR. By our previous remarks we then have that both

min (A, B) and max (A, B) will be regressive isols.
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Remark. In view of (3.1), and properties of the minimum of two regressive isols,

it follows that the values of min (A, B) and max (A, B) will be closely related. For

example, it is readily shown that

(a) max (A, B) = max (F, A),

(ß) max (A, B) e (A, B) o min (A, B) e (A, B),

and

(8) max (A, B) = A -=- min (A, B) = B o B S * A.

In the course of proving Theorem 2.1(b) we assumed that A and F were infinite

regressive isols such that A + Be AB, and then we proved that min (A, B)SA + B.

In doing this we defined two (one-to-one) functions un and vn. In the remark

following the proof of Theorem 2.1, we observed that both un and vn are regressive

functions, and that un ranges over a set in min (A, B). In addition, the ranges of

the functions un and vn are separated sets. In view of (3.1), it follows from this fact

that the (regressive) function vn ranges over a set in max (A, B). If one combines

these properties with the definitions of the functions un and vn, then the following

properties can be readily established :

(y) A, B e AR — E =- min (A, B),       max (A, B) e AB — F,

(e) AS* max (A, B)   and   F S * max (A, B),

(0 min (A, B) = max (A, B)oA = B,

and

(■n) (VFe AR)[A S * T and F S * To max (A, B) S * T].

We note that properties (e) and (r¡) represent analogues for the function max (A, B)

of two well-known properties ofmin (A, B), [8, p. 363]. The next theorem we state

without proof, because each of its parts can be verified in a manner similar to that

employed in the proof of Theorem 2.3(a).

Theorem 3.1. Let f: F^- F be an increasing recursive function. Then

(a) max (D,(A), D,(B)) = D,(max (A, B)\

(b) min (A, B) • max (A, B)=AB,

(c) min (Df(A), D,(B)) + max (Df(A), D,(B)) = D,(A) + D,(B),

(d) min (Df(A), Df(B)) • max (Df(A), Df(B)) = Df(A) ■ Df(B),

(e) Dr(min (A, B)) ■ Df(max (A, B))=D,(A) ■ D,(B).

II. Prime Regressive Isols

Let U be an isol; we recall, from [10], the following definitions,

U is multiple-free if2A S U => Ae E,

U is prime if A \ U => (A = 1 or A = £/).
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Each of the results

(4.1) infinite multiple-free isols exist

and

(4.2) infinite multiple-free isols are prime

is proved in [10].

Theorem 4.1. There is an infinite regressive isol T that is multiple-free.

Proof. This will be a constructive type of proof and we will use a technique

introduced in the proof of [10, Theorem 95].

Let {/»¡j be an enumeration of all partial recursive functions of one variable that

are one-to-one [i.e., that are one-to-one on their respective domains]. For each

number i, we let p¡~ 1 denote the inverse function of p¡. We note that for each /',

the function/7¡-1 is also partial recursive and one-to-one. Ifp is any partial function,

x any number, and a any set of numbers, then we will write p(x) $ a to mean either,

p(x) is undefined, or p(x) is defined and p(x) $ a. We shall now define a function tn

such that the recursive equivalence type T= Req ptn will satisfy the condition of the

theorem.

Set t0—I. Let «^ 1 and assume that the values t0,...,tn-i have already been

defined. Let

(4.3) 77n_! = (t0,... ,/„._!>.

We define tn by setting

(4.4) tn=j(tn_x,un),

where the number un is given by,

(4.5) un = (/¿«)[(Vr ̂  «)[/v/'0n-i, u) £ 7rn_! and pTlj(tn-u ") £ »»-ill-

In light of the fact that each of the functions />¡ and j is one-to-one, it is readily

seen that there will be a number w„ satisfying (4.5). This completes the definition of

the function tn. In almost the same fashion as in the proof of [1, Theorem 4], one

can easily verify that the function tn has the following properties,

(4.6) f„ is everywhere defined and one-to-one,

(4.7) rn is a retraceable function.

Let
t = ptn   and   T = Req r.

Then t is an infinite retraceable set and T is an infinite regressive RET.

We now verify that,

(a) T is multiple-free,

(b) t is an immune set,

(c) T is an infinite multiple-free regressive isol.
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Re (a). Let us assume otherwise, and let A denote an RET such that

A is infinite and 2A S T.

Then both A and 2A will be (infinite) regressive RET's. In addition, there will exist

infinite regressive sets a, a* £ t such that,

(4.8) a n a* = 0   and   a, a* e A.

Let i7n and vn be one-to-one functions such that

(4.9) pUn^pVn =  0,

(4.10) ptUn = a   and   ptVn = a*,

and

(4.11) tUn and tVn are each regressive functions.

Because a, ce* e A, it follows that a~a*. Combining this fact with (4.10), (4.11) and

[7, Proposition 3], it follows that the two regressive functions tUn and tVn are

recursively equivalent ; this means that there will exist a one-to-one partial recursive

function p such that, for each number ne E,

(4.12) />(/„„) is defined, and />(/„„) = 7„n.

Such a function p will appear in our enumeration {pt} ; let i be one of its indices.

In view of (4.12), it then follows that, for each number neE,

(4.13) Pi(tUn) = tVn   and   pc^tj = /„„.

Let «j be the smallest number such that um, vm > i. By (4.9), we note that um ̂  vm.

We consider two cases :

Case 1. um<vm. In light of the definition of the function tn, parts (4.3), (4.4)

and (4.5), it follows then that

Pr\hm)i(h, ■■;tvm-1),

and therefore also

Hence pt~ 1(tVm) # (,., which cannot be true in view of (4.13).

Case 2. um > vm. Then, as in the previous case, it follows that

P¿t*J tito,.- ..'«.-i),

and

The last relation implies Pi(tuJ ^ hm, and this also cannot be true in view of (4.13).
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In view of our remarks in each of these cases, we see that there does not exist a

one-to-one partial recursive function p that satisfies (4.12). We can therefore

conclude that F is a multiple-free RET ; and this verifies part (a).

Re (b). We have already noted that t is an infinite retraceable set. It is well

known that retraceable sets are recursive or immune. If t were a recursive set,

then the strictly increasing function that ranges over t, namely tn, would be a

recursive function. In this event, it would then be an easy consequence that

t2n—t2n+i, which would imply that Fis an even RET. However, this is not possible,

since T is infinite and, by part (a), a multiple-free RET. We can conclude therefore

that r will be an immune set.

Re (c). Because F= Req t, and t is an infinite retraceable and immune set, it

follows that F is an infinite regressive isol. Combining this fact with part (a), gives

that Fis an infinite multiple-free regressive isol. This verifies part (c) and completes

the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 4.1. There exist infinite regressive isols that are prime.

Proof. Combine Theorem 4.1 and (4.2).

Remark. Let T he an infinite multiple-free regressive isol. Let « g E. It can be

readily verified that each isol of the form T+ n and T- n, is also regressive and

multiple-free. In view of (4.2), we see then that each isol in the enumeration

..., F-2, F- 1, T, T+1, F+2,

will be infinite, regressive and prime. It is interesting to note here that even though

both F and T+1 will be infinite prime isols, the number 2 will be a factor of the

product FfF+1) [10, Theorem 73].

Notation and Remark. For the remainder of the paper we let w(x) be the

function given by w(x) = xth prime number, i.e., w(0) = 2, w(l) = 3,.... Because

w(x) is a (strictly) increasing recursive function, its canonical extension Dw will

map AB into AB. However, its extension will not map A into A. The reason for

this is that w(x) will not be an eventually combinatorial function [this property was

mentioned to the"author by A. Nerode].

Theorem 4.2. Let A, Be AR. Then

(a) DW(A) is a prime regressive isol,

(b) DW(A) = DW(B)^A = B.

Proof. From the definition of the function w(x) we note that each of the arith-

metic statements

(4.14) w(a) = (u + 2)-v=> v = 1,

(4.15) w(a) = w(b) => a = b,
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is universally valid in E. Application of Lemmas A and B to (4.14) and (4.15),

and substitution gives both

(4.16) DW(A) = (U+2)- V => V = 1,   for U, Ve A,

and

(4.17) DW(A) = DW(B) ̂ A = B.

Part (b) follows directly from (4.17). To verify part (a), we first note that DW(A)

is a regressive isol, because A is a regressive isol. To show that DW(A) is also prime,

assume that

(4.18) DW(A) = TV

for two isols F and V. We wish to show that either F= 1 or V= 1. Because DW(A)

will be nonzero it is readily seen that F^O. If IV1, then we are done. Assume now

that 7V1. Then F^2, and we let U=T-2. Then (4.18) can be expressed by,

(4.19) DW(A) = (U+2)V.

Finally combining (4.16) and (4.19) implies that V—\. It follows therefore that

DW(A) will be a prime regressive isol. This verifies (a) and completes the proof.

Remark. We note that by combining Theorem 4.2 with the fact that there are c

regressive isols, it follows that there will exist c prime regressive isols belonging to

Dw(^r)- We wish also to note that the prime regressive isols obtained from Corollary

4.1 [these were infinite multiple-free regressive isols] will not belong to DW(AB).

This property will follow from the next result and the fact that infinite multiple-free

isols are neither even nor odd.

Theorem 4.3. Let Be AR. Then DW(B) = 2 ifB=0, and DW(B) is an odd (regressive)

isolifB^l.

Proof. If 5=0, then the result is easy.

Assume now that B^l. We note that for each number ae E, w(a+1) will be an

odd (prime) number. Let the function u(a) be defined by,

(4.20) w(a +1) = 2u(a) +1,   for a e E.

It is readily seen that the function u(a) is recursive and increasing. Therefore, its

canonical extension Du will map AB into AB. Combining Lemma A and (4.20), it

follows that

(4.21) DW(A +1) = 2DU(A) +1,   for A e AB.

Because Be AR and B~i 1, it follows that B-l e AB and hence also that DU(B-1)

g AB. If we substitute B-1 for A in (4.21), we obtain DJß) = 2DJß-1) +1, from

which it follows that DW(B) will be an odd regressive isol.
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Lemma C. Let f:E^-E be an increasing recursive function, and A and B any

regressive isols. Then

A + BeAR^ D,(A) + D,(B) e AR.

Proof. Assume that A + B is a regressive isol. Let g: F-> F be an increasing

recursive function chosen such that the recursive function h(x)=f(x)+g(x), will

be combinatorial. By Lemma A it follows that

(4.22) Dh(A) = Df(A) + Dg(A),       Dh(B) = Df(B) + Dg(B).

Because each of the recursive functions/ g and « is increasing, it follows that each

of the isols appearing in (4.22) is regressive. In addition, Dh(A + B) will also be a

regressive isol, since A + Be AR. Consider the following implications,

A S A + B => Dh(A) S Dh(A + B)

=- Df(A) + Dg(A) S Dh(A + B)

^ Df(A) S Dh(A+B).

The first implication follows from [20, Theorem 2] and the fact that since « is a

combinatorial function its first difference function will also be combinatorial and

hence increasing. The second implication follows from (4.22), and the third one is

clear. Clearly AS A + B, and therefore,

(4.23) Df(A) S Dh(A + B).

In a similar manner it can be shown that

(4.24) Df(B) S Dh(A + B).

Since Dh(A + B) e AB, it follows from (2.1), (4.23) and (4.24) that

Df(A) + Df(B)eAR;

and this is the desired result.

Theorem 4.4. There exist distinct prime regressive isols Ux, U2, Vx and V2 such

that

(a) Ux, U2, Vx, V2 e DW(AR),

(b) Ux + U2=Vx+V2,

(c) Ux-U2=Vx-V2,

(d) Ux + U2, Ux-U2eAR.

Proof. By [3, Theorem 2.2], there will exist two (infinite) regressive isols that are

not S * comparable and yet whose sum is a regressive isol. Let A and F denote two

regressive isols of this kind. We now verify that the regressive isols

Ux = DW(A),        Vx = Dw(min (A, B)),

U2 = DW(B),       F2 = 7J>„(max (A, B)),
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will satisfy the conditions of the theorem. It follows from (6), (7), (a), (ß) and (£),

and the fact that A and F are not S * comparable that the four regressive isols

A, B, min (A, B) and max (A, B) are distinct. By Theorem 4.2(b), this also means

that the four regressive isols Ux, U2, Vx and F2 are also distinct. In light of the

definitions of Ux, U2, Vx and F2, we see that part (a) follows directly. Part (b)

follows from Theorems 2.3(a) and 3.1(c), and part (c) follows from parts (a) and

(d) of Theorem 3.1. Lastly, combining Lemma C and (2.2) gives part (d).

Remark. We wish to give an analogue for regressive isols of the following

well-known theorem from number theory, called Bertrand's conjecture and proved

by Chebyshev in 1850; see [14, p. 108]:

Theorem A. For each number ae E, there is a prime p such that, a<pS2a.

We will need two lemmas ; the second of these is proved in [6].

Lemma 4.1. Let f g: F—> F be increasing recursive functions. If

(VteE)[f(t)Sg(t)],

then

(VTeAR)[Df(T)S*Dg(T)].

Proof. Assume that/(/)^g(/), for each number 7. Then

min (f{t), g(t)) =/(/),   for 7 e E.

Therefore, by Lemma A, (7) and the fact that the canonical extensions of increasing

recursive functions map AB into AB, it follows that

min (DAT), Dg(T)) = DAT),   for Te AR,

and

Df(T) S* Dg(T),   forFGAB.

Lemma 4.2 [6, Theorem 1(a)]. Let f g: F -> F be increasing recursive functions.

Then

f(E) s g(E) => Df(AR) s 7>9(AB).

Theorem 4.5. For each regressive isol A, there is a prime regressive isol P such

that P e DW(AB) and A S *PS*2A.

Proof. In view of Theorem A, it is easily seen that there will exist an increasing

recursive function p(a) such that, for each number ae E, a Sp(a) S 2a, and p(a) is

a prime number.

Therefore, by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, it follows that for each regressive isol A,

A S * DP(A) S * 2A   and    DP(A) e DW(AR).

Since DW(AB) consists entirely of prime regressive isols, the desired result follows.

Remark. Regarding Theorem 4.5, we do not know whether or not it is the case
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that for each regressive isol A, there is a prime regressive isol P such that P e DW(AR)

andA^P^2A.
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